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Abstract

Electronic portal imaging devices (EPIDs) have been the preferred tools for verification of patient positioning for
radiotherapy in recent decades. Since EPID images contain dose information, many groups have investigated their use for
radiotherapy dose measurement. With the introduction of the amorphous-silicon EPIDs, the interest in EPID dosimetry
has been accelerated because of the favourable characteristics such as fast image acquisition, high resolution, digital
format, and potential for in vivo measurements and 3D dose verification. As a result, the number of publications dealing
with EPID dosimetry has increased considerably over the past �15 years. The purpose of this paper was to review the
information provided in these publications. Information available in the literature included dosimetric characteristics
and calibration procedures of various types of EPIDs, strategies to use EPIDs for dose verification, clinical approaches to
EPID dosimetry, ranging from point dose to full 3D dose distribution verification, and current clinical experience. Quality
control of a linear accelerator, pre-treatment dose verification and in vivo dosimetry using EPIDs are now routinely used
in a growing number of clinics. The use of EPIDs for dosimetry purposes has matured and is now a reliable and accurate
dose verification method that can be used in a large number of situations. Methods to integrate 3D in vivo dosimetry and
image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) procedures, such as the use of kV or MV cone-beam CT, are under development. It has
been shown that EPID dosimetry can play an integral role in the total chain of verification procedures that are
implemented in a radiotherapy department. It provides a safety net for simple to advanced treatments, as well as a full
account of the dose delivered. Despite these favourable characteristics and the vast range of publications on the subject,
there is still a lack of commercially available solutions for EPID dosimetry. As strategies evolve and commercial products
become available, EPID dosimetry has the potential to become an accurate and efficient means of large-scale patient-
specific IMRT dose verification for any radiotherapy department.

�c 2008 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved. Radiotherapy and Oncology 88 (2008) 289–309.
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Introduction
Motivation

Advances in external beam radiotherapy have increased
the accuracy requirements for dose delivery to patients.
Quality control procedures before and during treatment
can potentially ensure a high level of accuracy necessary
for treatments designed to achieve adequate tumour con-
trol and reduction of normal tissue complications. As a re-
sult of the high number of patients being treated in
radiotherapy departments world-wide, there has to be a
trade-off between the extent of verification required to at-
tain a certain level of accuracy and the work-load required
to carry out such procedures.
1 Both authors contributed equally to this work.
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In general, there are several aspects that should be incor-
porated in radiotherapy verification procedures. These in-
clude procedural verification using well-documented
protocols and workflow, set-up verification measurements
of the patient position and also verification of the dose
delivered to the patient. Documentation and workflow are
highly dependent on the size of the department and a myr-
iad other department-specific factors. Set-up verification is
gaining significant ground in the field of external-beam
radiotherapy with the recent proliferation of 3D and 4D
(in-room) imaging tools. Detailed reviews on the clinical
use of electronic portal imaging devices (EPIDs) for 2D por-
tal imaging have been provided by Herman et al. [1–3],
Langmack [4] and Antonuk [5]. Standards in dose verifica-
tion also need to keep up with the pace, since high levels
served. doi:10.1016/j.radonc.2008.07.008
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of geometrical accuracy and other QA procedures become
meaningless when the dose cannot be delivered as planned.

With the increased use of intensity-modulated radiother-
apy (IMRT), higher dose prescriptions and changes to elec-
tronic recording and transfer of patient treatment data,
the demand for patient-specific verification has increased.
The complexity of treatment plans is also increasing, mak-
ing it more difficult to discover possible errors because
the dose levels and field shapes are no longer intuitive for
specific treatment sites, and are therefore more difficult
to detect by experience. During the treatment planning pro-
cess, deviations from the planned dose can be present if
characteristics of the linear accelerator are not modelled
accurately in the treatment planning system (TPS), e.g.
parameters such as the tongue-and-groove effect or multi-
leaf collimator (MLC) transmission. Errors can also occur
due to data transfer problems, especially when converting
from paper to electronic systems, or from manual to auto-
matic systems. Regardless of whether the treatment tech-
nique is conventional or advanced, the department is
large or small, or the treatment makes use of the latest
technology or not, errors can, and often do, occur during
the delivery process. Recommended QA procedures might
no longer be sufficient and patient-specific verification pro-
cedures are therefore necessary to detect possible errors
for these complex plans. Furthermore, the legal require-
ments for radiotherapy are increasing. National or interna-
tional legislation (e.g. the EC Directive 97/43) impose
requirements on these types of verification procedures.

Not long after their clinical introduction for set-up verifi-
cation, it was realised that EPID images contain dose infor-
mation. Consequently, several groups investigated the
dosimetric characteristics of various types of EPIDs. In some
cases, EPIDs have gone on to replace traditional dosimetry
devices in the clinic for plan verification. Interest in EPID
dosimetry has been accelerated by the advantages of fast
image acquisition, high resolution, digital format, and po-
tential for in vivo measurements and 3D dose verification.
Fig. 1 illustrates this increased interest through the number
of publications in peer-reviewed journals relating to EPID
dosimetry over a period of more than a decade since its
inception.
Fig. 1. Number of publications on EPID dosimetry (as found on
Pubmed www.pubmed.com).
The aim of this study was to review how EPIDs have con-
tributed to the verification of the dose delivered either
prior to or during the treatment of a patient. The dosimetric
characteristics published for different types of EPIDs are
first summarised, followed by the various strategies to
implement EPID dosimetry in the clinic. Finally, a review
of current clinical practice is presented with special atten-
tion to the acceptance and rejection criteria used in various
institutes.

Search strategy
A comprehensive search strategy through the indexed

database ‘Pubmed’ was performed using search terms that
included ‘‘EPID’’, ‘‘portal dosimetry’’, ‘‘portal imaging’’,
‘‘dose verification’’, ‘‘quality control’’, ‘‘quality assur-
ance’’, ‘‘treatment verification’’, ‘‘pre-treatment verifica-
tion’’ and ‘‘in vivo dosimetry’’. Relevant papers, including
relevant cited references in these papers, published in Eng-
lish between 1985 and January 2008 were included.
Devices
Dose verification devices

This review will focus primarily on the use of EPIDs for
dosimetry, other devices are also used for verifying the dose
either before or during treatment. Devices such as point
detectors, film and gel have been widely reported. More de-
tailed information about the various systems used for verifi-
cation of IMRT can be found elsewhere, e.g. [6,7].

Like EPIDs, various matrix detectors have been produced
for measuring energy fluence or absorbed dose in two
dimensions [7,8]. Commercial options are available based
on different measurement techniques. These include two-
dimensional detectors consisting of a large number of ioni-
sation chambers [9,10] or diodes [11,12] placed in a regu-
larly spaced array or at specific points in a phantom. The
use of fluorescent screens in combination with an optical
camera system has also been used for dose measurements
[13–15]. Matrix detectors can be attached to the gantry
of the linear accelerator or placed on the treatment couch.
A quick verification of the beam is performed by comparing
the output of these devices with a dose distribution pre-
dicted by the TPS. A possible drawback of these devices is
that they have relatively few measuring points and there-
fore a low spatial resolution. This potentially limits the pro-
cedures for verification of highly intensity-modulated fields.
A possible solution has been proposed whereby the detector
is shifted between multiple irradiations of the same plan,
which extends the verification time [10].

An advantage of using EPIDs for dosimetry is that most
departments wishing to deliver, and hence verify, more
complicated treatments usually already have one attached
to their linac. Using this device for dosimetry usually re-
quires additional software. The various EPIDs that are com-
mercially available can be categorized according to their
technical design. The first commercially available EPIDs
were the liquid-filled ionisation chamber EPID and the cam-
era-based EPID. More recently, the amorphous-silicon EPID
has become the most commonly available portal imager.
For a detailed overview of the historical perspective and

http://www.pubmed.com
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the development of EPID technology, as well as more in
depth information on the various types of EPIDs that have
been produced, see the review articles by Boyer et al.
[16], Antonuk [5] and more recently by Kirby and Glendin-
ning [17].

EPIDs used for dosimetry
One of the first publications that proposed to use EPIDs

for dose measurement involved the scanning liquid-filled
ionisation chamber EPID (Li-Fi EPID, also referred to as
‘SLIC EPID’ in the literature) [18]. It was developed in
the late 1980s/early 1990s at the Netherlands Cancer
Institute, Amsterdam by Meertens and van Herk [19–21]
and became commercially available as PortalVision (Var-
ian, Palo Alto, CA, USA). Original versions consisted of a
matrix of 256 · 256 ionisation chambers filled with an or-
ganic liquid (isooctane) over an area of 32 · 32 cm2. Using
the standard acquisition mode, the sampling time for one
row was 20 ms with an image scan time of 5.6 s [22]. Due
to the relatively long read-out time, this device cannot
measure dose directly, but is suitable for measuring
dose-rate. The measured dose-rate can be converted to
absolute dose by recording a continuous readout of the
monitor chamber signal of the linac during image acquisi-
tion and the number of MUs delivered for the measured
dose image. Dose–response characteristics of the Li-Fi
EPID have been investigated by several groups [18,22–
36]. These characteristics can be summarised as follows:
(i) the stability of the response is within 1% up to 2 years,
as long as corrections for room temperature dependence
and radiation damage are incorporated; (ii) the dose-
rate/response relationship can be accurately described
by an equation with a term proportional to the square-
root of the dose-rate and another term linear to the
dose-rate, or a power-law; (iii) if a mini-phantom is used
to calibrate the system, additional corrections are re-
quired to account for lateral scatter within the EPID,
which can be done via a de-convolution filter; (iv) a rela-
tive sensitivity map is needed to account for variation in
response for each ionisation chamber–electrometer com-
bination. The amount of build-up material required for
electron equilibrium was investigated by Boellaard et al.
[26]. They found that above the detector layer, the EPID
had a water-equivalent thickness of 8 mm. An additional
28 mm of polystyrene was required for a 25 MV beam;
however, the disadvantage was that 4.5 kg was added to
the mass of the EPID system, and some deterioration in
image quality was reported.

The scintillation crystal-photodiode detector, ‘RTIM-
AGE’, was also developed in the beginning of the 1990s
and its use for dose measurements has been described in
very early EPID dosimetry publications. It is a linear scan-
ning array imager, developed at the Royal Marsden Hospital
in London by Morton et al. [37]. A similar prototype was de-
scribed by Symonds-Taylor et al. [38]. While not developed
commercially, Hansen et al.[39] used the RTIMAGE to per-
form transit dosimetry, and demonstrated the linear rela-
tionship between the response and dose, pulse height and
pulse frequency. Mosleh-Shirazi et al. [40] described a 2D
crystal array mirror system that was used to measure trans-
mission dose images.
The camera-based EPID was developed into a commercial
product two decades ago. This device consists of a fluores-
cent phosphor-screen with a metal plate on top that con-
verts high-energy photons into visible photons. These
photons are imaged with a video camera (mostly CCD-based
cameras are used) by means of mirrors and a lens. A large
portion of the field can be imaged quickly due to the fast
read-out of the camera and it has a high spatial resolution.
The various camera-based systems for which the dosimetric
properties are described are SRI-100 [41–43] (Philips Medi-
cal Systems, Best, The Netherlands), iView [44] (Elekta
Oncology Systems, Crawley, UK), TheraView NT [45–48]
(Cablon, Leusden, The Netherlands). The measured grey
scale value is approximately linear with dose and does not
depend on the absorber thickness that is placed in the
beam. Some groups have introduced a correction function
to correct for the nonlinearity of the EPID electronics
[43,45]. There is, however, a large field size dependence
caused by scattered visible photons inside the optical sys-
tem. This dependence is usually removed via deconvolution
with a cross-talk kernel that describes the spread of the
photons inside the optical system [42,43], or using posi-
tion-specific cross-talk contributions [48,49], while also
anti-scatter grids have been proposed [50,51]. In addition,
a sensitivity matrix is used to remove some of the residual
cross-talk and to correct for possible non-uniformities in
the phosphor-layer. The short-term variation in the re-
sponse is smaller than 1% (1 SD) and its long-term stability
is within 1–2% (1 SD) for periods up to one year
[42,45,47,52,53]. Once the camera-based EPID is cali-
brated, mainly by removing the influence of the optical
scatter effects, it is a suitable device for performing portal
dosimetry with deviations around 1–2% (1 SD).

The most common type of EPID available today is the
amorphous-silicon EPID (a-Si EPID) or flat-panel imager. It
was first described by Antonuk et al. [54,55] from the Uni-
versity of Michigan Medical Center, Ann Arbor, USA. The pa-
nel consists of an X-ray converter, light detector, and an
electronic acquisition system for receiving and processing
the resulting digital image. The dose–response behaviour
of the three commercially available a-Si EPIDs has been de-
scribed, including the Elekta iView GT system [56–60], the
Siemens OptiVue [61,62] and the Varian a-Si PortalVision
aS500/aS1000 [63–70]. Stability of the response has been
reported as 0.5% (1 SD) over 2 years for panels fixed to linacs
with lower energy beams (4 and 6 MV photon beams) [71].
The dose–response relationship is independent of the
dose-rate and approximately linear with integrated dose
[54,56,72].

Over-sensitivity to low energies has also been reported,
where the signal is influenced by the scatter within the bulk
layers of the imager [15,67,70,73,74]. The EPID response is
therefore dependent on the off-axis position of a specific
pixel (beam softening) as well as the thickness of the phan-
tom or patient in the beam, which causes hardening of the
photon beam, as reported by several groups
[58,62,63,66,75]. Various studies have used models to re-
duce the field size dependence from 5% to 8% (1 SD) to val-
ues less than 1–2% (1 SD) [64,69,76]. Yeboah et al.
identified the effect of a copper plate on the attenuation
of low-energy scattered photons, while producing additional
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annihilation, bremsstrahlung and scattered photons. Conse-
quently, several groups have added an additional Cu plate
on the detector (usually fixed within the housing under
the cover) [56,60,66,73,77]. Additional build-up material
for portal dosimetry serves to attenuate scattered radiation
from the patient, to which the a-Si EPID is over-sensitive,
and to ensure measurements are made beyond the position
of dose maximum.

An additional issue specific to amorphous-silicon EPIDs is
that of ghosting and image lag. Both are due to the charge
trapped within the photodiode layer resulting in both gain
and offset effects. Ghosting is a gain effect whereby the
trapped charge alters the electric field strength of the bulk
and surface layers, lasting minutes and affecting subsequent
images. Image lag is an offset effect as a result of incom-
plete charge transfer from the pixel capacitor. This trapped
charge is read-out in subsequent frames, lasting up to 30 s.
Under-dosages from 4% to 10% at short irradiation time (2–
5 MUs) relative to that of 1000 MUs have been reported for
all commercially available a-Si EPIDs [78]. Ghosting was
found to depend on irradiation time and the dose per frame,
not on dose or dose-rate directly [56,73,78–80].

Changes in EPID technology over recent decades have not
been driven by the technical demands of dosimetry, but by
the need for improved imaging standards for patient posi-
tioning, such as enhancement in image quality and faster
read-out. Coincidentally, they have also aided in improving
the EPID’s capacity as a dosimeter. Faster read-out time has
meant images can be used to measure integrated dose, in-
stead of dose-rate (as with the Li-Fi EPID). Higher resolu-
tion, especially of the a-Si EPID, has improved the
resolution to which dose can be verified, along with the im-
age quality as intended. Changes arising from EPID dosime-
try requirements involve software changes, such as the
PortalVision system by Varian. The earlier version
(v6.1.03) used a reset every 64 frames to move the frame
buffer content to the CPU, creating a dead time of 0.28 s,
or loss of one to two image frames (depending on the frame
rate). This was a problem for dosimetry and corrected in
subsequent versions of the software [65,78]. As mentioned
earlier, the addition of build-up material (e.g. a copper
plate) is important for dosimetry and may be incorporated
in future EPID designs. At this stage both imaging and dosim-
etry functions would have to be considered by manufactur-
ers, and as in the past, whichever ends up becoming the
primary function will drive technological advances.

An overview of the various types of EPIDs and key refer-
ences to the literature are given in Table 1.
EPID calibration: general approaches
Two approaches have been adopted for the calibration of

an EPID for dose measurements: conversion of the grey
scale pixel value to a dose value or simulation (or predic-
tion) of the grey scale pixel value.

The first approach applies (semi-) empirical models to
convert the measured grey-scale image of the EPID into a
portal dose image, e.g. [42,61,73,81,82]. The EPID signal
is converted to dose by using a calibrated detector, usually
an ionisation chamber inside a water- or a mini-phantom, or
film [35,76]. The advantage of this approach is that the
results can be verified independently with an ionisation
chamber or film measurement. In other words, the interpre-
tation of portal dose images is now simplified to the inter-
pretation of the measurement of a conventional
dosimeter. A possible drawback is that empirical or mea-
surement-based models must be validated also outside the
reference situation; especially the robustness of these cali-
bration models under various different clinical situations
needs to be tested.

The second approach simulates or models the detector re-
sponse, usually by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation [67,68,83] or
by empirical models [64]. For accurate simulations, a de-
tailed model of the EPID is necessary; however, accurate
technical details are not always available, and often assump-
tions with respect to the construction and materials of the
various layers are made. If the detector can be modelled
accurately, an advantage of simulating the detector re-
sponse is that the model can be directly verified by EPID
measurements. A disadvantage in simulation methods is that
for treatment verification, it is difficult to interpret patient
dose differences directly from predicted and measured re-
sponse differences. In principle, it is possible to determine
the fluence that resulted in the response (measured or pre-
dicted), and from this the corresponding dose to the patient,
or detector, can be calculated. However, different sources
of error can produce similar erroneous response measure-
ments. The simulation approach is useful for quality control
of the linac and treatment verification by means of a consis-
tency check with the patient treatment plan.

The two approaches, either conversion or simulation
method, have been used for different purposes. The conver-
sion method usually applied a model-based approach that is
simpler and faster than a Monte Carlo simulation of the EPID
response, and therefore more suited for implementation in
clinical routine. The drawback is that these calibration
models can be too simple to cover all treatment techniques
and irradiation configurations. Simulation of the detector
response is a useful tool to derive, test and validate assump-
tions concerning the dose–response characteristics of the
EPID. However, detailed information on the technical design
of the EPID and long calculation times are needed. Accurate
simulations could be used to develop models that convert
the measured portal image to a portal dose distribution that
opens various possibilities for (pre-) treatment dosimetry
verification, as described in the later sections.
Methods of EPID dosimetry
There is no clear consensus in the literature on the defi-

nition of various procedures and methods related to EPID
dosimetry. Here are definitions of various terms as used in
this review, and further illustrated in Fig. 2.

Verification procedures can be classified according to
whether they are performed during treatment time (i.e.
with the patient) or outside of treatment time (i.e. without
the patient).

• Pre-treatment verification: a procedure comparing the
whole or part of the intended treatment plan with mea-
surements of corresponding radiation beams delivered by



Table 1
List of key references that describe dosimetric properties and calibration methods for various EPIDs

Type of EPID Key references Investigated quantity or characteristics

Liquid-filled (Li-Fi) EPID Meertens [19,20], van Herk [18,21] Physical characteristics of Li-Fi EPIDs
Essers [22,24], Yin [23], Zhu [25], Boellaard [26],
Keller [27], Parsaei[28], Van Esch [30], Chang [31]

Dosimetric properties of Li-Fi EPIDs

Louwe [33] Short- and long-term stability of Li-Fi
EPIDs

Non-commercial EPIDs Morton [37] Characteristics of the ZnWO4 scintillation
crystal-photodiode detector (‘‘RTImage’’)

Symonds-Taylor [38] Characteristics of the CsI scintillation
crystal-photodiode detector

Mosleh-Shirazi [40] Characteristics of the CsI scintillation
array imaged with a CCD camera

Camera-based EPID Althof [41] Physical characteristics of camera-based
EPIDs

Heijmen [42], Pasma [43], Franken [47,48],
de Boer [49], Glendinning [45], Partridge [50]

Dosimetric properties of camera-based
EPIDs

Heijmen [42], Franken [47], Glendinning [45], Dirkx [53] Short- and long-term stability of camera-
based EPIDs

Amorphous silicon (a-Si) EPID Antonuk [54,55] Physical properties of a-Si EPIDs
McDermott [56,78], Siewerdsen [79], Partridge [73],
Winkler [59]

Ghosting and image lag for a-Si EPIDs

Chen [61], Nijsten [62] Dosimetric properties of Siemens OptiVue
EPIDs

McDermott [56], Winkler [57,59], Parent [58,60], Louwe [71] Dosimetric properties of Elekta iView GT
EPIDs

Greer [63,65,75], Kirkby [66,70], Van Esch [64], Grein [69] Dosimetric properties of Varian
PortalVision aS500/aS1000 EPIDs

Fig. 2. Three arrangements for EPID dosimetry, each with the possibility to verify a dose distribution at the EPID level or inside the patient or
phantom.
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the linear accelerator outside patient treatment time,
i.e. with open fields or a phantom. This comparison can
focus on different aspects of the planned treatment:
e.g. predicted and measured leaf positions, dose deliv-
ered to the detector or phantom, or incident energy flu-
ence extracted from measurements.

• Treatment verification: a comparison of all or part of the
planned and the delivered dose distribution based on
measurements acquired during radiotherapy of the
patient. These measurements can be used to determine
the dose delivered to the detector or patient, or incident
energy fluence obtained from measurements.
Dosimetry methods, independent of the type of detec-
tor used, can be grouped according to whether or not
beams have passed through an attenuating medium, or
whether the dose is reconstructed inside a phantom or
patient.

• Non-transmission (or non-transit) dosimetry: determi-
nation of the dose in the detector, patient or phantom,
or determination of the incident energy fluence, based
on measurements without an attenuating medium
between the source and the detector, i.e. phantom
or patient.
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• Transmission (or transit) dosimetry: determination of
the dose at the position of the detector, patient or phan-
tom, or determination of the incident energy fluence,
based on radiation transmitted through the patient or
phantom.

• In-phantom dosimetry: measurement or determination
of the dose inside a phantom (rarely performed with
EPIDs but included for completeness). This can be the
dose at points, lines, planes or volumes within the
phantom.

• In vivo dosimetry: measurement or determination of the
dose inside the patient. Measurements performed during
treatment can be performed invasively, i.e. inside the
patient, or non-invasively, i.e. on or at some distance
from the patient, whereby the in vivo dose at the point
of interest is obtained by extrapolation. EPID dosimetry
and the use of dosimeters positioned on the skin of a
patient belong to the second category of in vivo
dosimetry.

The dose can be measured and determined at different
locations with different configurations of the EPID, phantom
or patient, as described in Fig. 2. Abbreviations: E: level of
the EPID, P: at the patient level/inside the patient.

• (a) Non-transmission pre-treatment dosimetry: acquire
image for each field without a patient or phantom in
the beam.
– E: compare image (raw or converted to dose-to-
water) with predicted EPID response or dose-to-water
at the level of the imager, also referred to as ‘portal
dosimetry’.
– P: compare dose reconstructed inside patient/
phantom CT scan (convert image to energy fluence,
use as input for dose calculation algorithm) with plan
calculated with patient/phantom CT scan.

• (b) Non-transmission treatment dosimetry: acquire
image for each field with the detector located between
source and patient (during treatment), usually attached
to the linac-head.
– E: compare image (raw or converted to dose-to-
water) with predicted EPID response or dose-to-water
at the level of the imager during treatment time, also
referred to as ‘portal dosimetry’.
– P: compare dose reconstructed inside patient/
phantom CT scan (convert treatment image to energy
fluence, use as input for dose calculation algorithm)
with plan calculated with patient/phantom CT scan.

• (c) Transmission treatment dosimetry: acquire image for
each field with the detector located behind patient or
phantom.
– E: compare image (raw or converted to dose-to-
water) with predicted EPID response or dose-to-water
at the level of the imager, behind the patient/phan-
tom, also referred to as ‘portal dosimetry’.
– P: compare reconstructed dose inside patient CT
scan either back-project primary signal (simple
correction-based algorithm) or convert image to
energy fluence, use as input for a dose calcula-
tion algorithm with plan calculated with patient
CT scan.
Non-transmission EPID dosimetry
When considering EPID dosimetry, it is important to

understand the capabilities and limitations of various pos-
sible methods to determine precisely what can be veri-
fied. In this chapter we describe non-transmission
dosimetry methods, including 2D verification of the deliv-
ered energy fluence or dose distribution at the level of
the EPID, and 3D verification, where the dose is recon-
structed in a phantom or patient CT scan based on 2D
images. For non-transmission dosimetry, both 2D and 3D
verification methods are based on EPID measurements ac-
quired without a phantom or patient between the radia-
tion source and the detector. See Table 2 for an
overview of methods and key references presented in
the literature.

Non-transmission images can be useful for performing
quality control of treatment parameters independent of
the patient, related to dosimetric and geometric character-
istics of the linear accelerator. Test fields have been de-
signed to check the field flatness or symmetry of the
beam, absolute output of the linear accelerator and radia-
tion-light field coincidence [52,53,84–86]. Furthermore, a
large number of papers have been published on the use of
EPIDs for the geometrical verification of MLC leaf positions
or leaf trajectories during dynamic multileaf collimation
[52,53,84,86–97]. Most of these applications are based on
using a grey-scale image not converted into a portal dose
image, although generally these methods can also be used
with portal dose images. These methods report in general
an accuracy of about 1 mm.

Furthermore, Vieira et al. [98] proposed a simple leaf
trajectory check for dynamic treatments. They used a slid-
ing field with a constant gap, and measurements with a
camera-based EPID were performed. Differences in gap
width as small as 0.2 mm could be detected making it an
accurate QA procedure. The same group also described a
QA procedure for the verification of MLC calibration and
the delivery of static segmented MLC fields combined with
a verification procedure for the absolute output verifica-
tion of low dose segments [86]. Differences smaller than
1% (1 SD) in output compared to ionisation chamber mea-
surements were obtained. Partridge et al. [99] compared
different methods for the verification of dynamic MLC
treatments based on various EPID types: an in-house devel-
oped imager [40], a method based on the liquid-filled EPID
[100] that was later extended for a-Si EPIDs [101], and a
method for a camera-based EPID [102]. With all methods,
it was possible to verify the position of the leaves during
dynamic delivery with an accuracy of approximately
1.0 mm.

2D verification based on non-transmission images
Verification of the energy fluence or dose by means of an

EPID is a common approach to ensure accurate delivery of
radiotherapy beams. Two strategies have been adopted
for verification of the planned beams: a comparison per-
formed at the level of the detector or a method that recon-
structs the dose distribution inside the patient or phantom
based on non-transmission portal images. The fluence or
the portal dose is either exported from the TPS, or calcu-



Table 2
List of key references on non-transmission based dose verification methods

Verification procedure Type of verification Key references Objective of verification or subject of the
study

QA of treatment machine QA Prisciandaro [93] Radiation-light field congruence
QA Dirkx [52,53], Budgell [80,87] Linac output, beam profile flatness and

symmetry
QA Baker [84], Yang [95], Samant [96],

Parent [97]
MLC leaf position for step-and-shoot fields

QA Vieira [86] MLC leaf position and absolute output for
low MU segmented fields

QA Vieira [98], Partridge [99],
Chang [88]

MLC leaf position during dynamic
treatment

2D fluence or dose verification
at EPID level

Pre-treatment Chang [82,106] Dose profiles
Pre-treatment Siebers [68], Parent [58] Measured EPID response and Monte Carlo

simulation
Pre-treatment Van Esch [30,64] 2D energy fluence verification using Li-Fi

and a-Si EPIDs
Pre-treatment Nijsten [44] Absolute dose at centre of field, field

shapes and wedge angles

2D dose reconstruction
in phantom

Pre-treatment Warkentin [109] Reconstruction of the dose in a plane in a
phantom based on non-transit portal dose
images

Cozzi [110], Moran [111],
Nicolini [112]

Dose distribution measured with an EPID
positioned inside a phantom

3D dose recalculation in
phantom or planning CT

Pre-treatment van Elmpt [116,117] Dose distribution reconstructed inside
(in)homogeneous phantoms

Pre-treatment Ansbacher [115] Dose distribution reconstructed inside a
virtual phantom

Pre-treatment van Zijtveld [121], McNutt [123,124],
Steciw [120]

Calculated dose distribution (TPS) using the
patient planning CT scan based on
measured non-transit portal dose images

Pre-treatment van Elmpt [118] Calculated dose distribution (Monte Carlo)
using the patient planning CT scan based on
measured non-transit portal dose images

Pre-treatment Renner[119] Calculated dose distribution (independent
dose engine) using the patient planning CT
scan based on measured non-transit portal
dose images
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lated independently of the TPS from planned treatment
parameters. The energy fluence is used to predict either
the EPID response or the portal dose; i.e. the EPID signal
is generally converted to a distribution of dose-to-water
deposited at the level of the EPID.

Kirkby et al. [66] and Li et al. [103] investigated the
importance and the consequences of spectral response of
a-Si EPIDs for dosimetric calibration showing that on one
hand additional copper shielding could reduce the over-re-
sponse of detectors to low-energy components, while on
the other hand, when convolution/superposition methods
are used to predict EPID images, the incorporation of a
beam-hardening dependence of the EPID kernel would im-
prove dosimetric accuracy. Chytyk et al. [104] investigated
the effect of tilted dose kernels for portal dose prediction
and found that if one assumes parallel dose kernels, the
dosimetric effect is less than 1.8% in extreme cases and less
than 1.0% in most clinically relevant situations. Yeboah et
al. [105] used Monte Carlo simulations to model the EPID re-
sponse and found that the air gap and field size are roughly
complementary and suggested that an equivalent field size
concept may be used to account for intensity and spectral
changes arising from air gap variations.

Several other groups developed models to predict the
EPID response to compare with non-transit EPID images of
treatment fields [30,31,44,51,58,64,68,106–108]. Parent
et al. [58] also used a Monte Carlo model, and predicted
the image of a test IMRT field delivered on the beam axis
and with an offset. A variation of EPID response up to 28%
was found between the on- and off-axis delivery. Chang et
al. [31,106] compared measured and planned relative pro-
files and central axis dose of 25 prostate fields. After their
correction methods were applied, very good agreement
was obtained, with a difference of 1.9% (± 0.5%, 1 SD).
The agreement was better than 2.0% for the central axis
dose. Nijsten et al. [44] reported a method to verify the
absolute point dose and the 2D geometrical parameters of
the treatment fields at the level of the EPID, to check the
manual treatment parameter transfer from TPS to
accelerator.
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Besides predicting the dose at the imager level or the
EPID response, another approach is to convert the energy
fluence (measured without a phantom) to a 2D dose distri-
bution inside a phantom at a specific depth. This method,
first proposed by Warkentin et al. [109], involves deconvolu-
tion of the raw EPID images to two-dimensional distributions
of primary fluence using Monte Carlo generated scatter ker-
nels. The phantom dose-distribution that would result from
the energy fluence derived from measurements is then
reconstructed. The calculated dose distribution inside this
phantom at a specific depth, e.g. 10 cm, can then be com-
pared to treatment planning dose plane at that depth. In
this way a direct comparison between the dose distribution
calculated by the TPS and the delivered in-phantom dose
distribution can be made.

A method that is more difficult to classify involves pre-
treatment verification by inserting the EPID inside a phan-
tom, or between attenuating material, at the position of
the patient [110–112]. The material above the detector
effectively acts as build-up layer, without an air-gap, so
therefore it can also be considered as a non-transmission
EPID dosimetry approach. Agreement with film has been ob-
tained within 4%, 3 mm for phantom depths of smaller than
4 cm [112].

Another possible arrangement for EPID dosimetry is ‘non-
transit imaging during treatment’, by mounting the EPID to
linac head (Fig. 2b). Commercial development of this strat-
egy using an EPID is, however, still at an early stage [113].
There are various other dosimetry devices such as ionisation
chamber matrices (i.e. they are not EPIDs) with the same
configuration [114]. The idea is to image beams when deliv-
ered to the patient through the detector. The signal ac-
quired during treatment is converted to the ‘delivered
energy fluence’, and may be compared with the ‘planned
energy fluence’. The advantage of using EPIDs is that they
have a much higher resolution than the current matrix
detectors.
3D dose reconstruction based on non-transmission
images

Another approach to verification based on non-transmis-
sion dosimetry is the reconstruction of the 3D dose distribu-
tion based on measured portal (dose) images. The idea is
that with both the 2D energy fluence delivered by the linear
accelerator (derived from portal images of each beam) and a
dose calculation algorithm, one can reconstruct a dose dis-
tribution in 3D based on measurements. Images can be ac-
quired pre-treatment (Fig. 2a) or during treatment (Fig.
2b). The reference dose distribution can be calculated with
a CT-scan of either a phantom or the patient, as appropriate.

For 3D in-phantom dose reconstruction, a method was
described by Ansbacher [115]. The delivered segments of
an IMRT treatment were measured and reconstructed in a
pre-defined cylindrical ‘virtual phantom’ of fixed diameter
using a set of attenuation and phantom scatter correction
factors. Absolute point dose values and relative dose pro-
files were both reconstructed with an error smaller than
2% (1 SD), compared to ionisation chamber and film mea-
surements for a group of 20 head-and-neck cancer IMRT pa-
tients analysed retrospectively.
An alternative algorithm was described by van Elmpt et
al. [116–118], who used the energy fluence extracted from
a measured portal dose image as input for a Monte Carlo
dose calculation in an object of choice. Reconstruction
was based on either a CT-scan of a phantom or the planning
CT-scan of a patient. For both homogeneous and inhomoge-
neous phantoms, agreement within 3% of the dose measured
using film or ionisation chamber dosimetry was achieved. In
principle any dose calculation engine could be used, how-
ever, a Monte Carlo-based approach provides greater accu-
racy, especially for inhomogeneous geometries. Renner et
al. [119] extracted the energy fluence from EPID measure-
ments and applied an in-house developed dose calculation
algorithm using the planning CT-scan. A similar approach
was used by Steciw et al. [120], but these authors applied
the same TPS as used for the original dose calculation.
The advantage of these methods is that the transfer and
delivery of the plan, the creation of the initial energy flu-
ence file and the modelling of the MLC by the TPS are all
checked. However, certain aspects of the dose calculation,
occurring after the creation of the fluence distribution, re-
main unchecked if the same TPS is used to calculate both
the planned and reconstructed dose distributions. van Zijt-
veld et al. [121,122] used a method developed previously by
McNutt et al. [123,124] and applied it to non-transmission
measurements. In this method, the incident primary energy
fluence of the plan (exiting the treatment head) is adjusted
until it converges to the measured portal image. The flu-
ence is then used to re-calculate the 3D dose distribution
using a cone-beam CT scan acquired just prior to treatment.

The main advantage of 3D verification methods using
planning CT scans is that differences between planned and
delivered beams may be assessed in terms of dose in the tar-
get volume or dose in normal tissue, resulting in a pre-treat-
ment verification method that is more intuitive than
conventional methods based on measurements at points or
in planes. Errors in the dose calculation of the TPS can be
detected along with the plan deliverability, such as correct
data transfer and mechanical or dosimetric functioning of
the linear accelerator. Furthermore, with pre-treatment
verification all errors due to patient anatomy changes, pa-
tient set-up or treatment machine malfunctioning that oc-
cur during treatment will be missed. Dose reconstruction
methods that do not include patient information at the time
of treatment are potentially misleading, so users should be
aware of their limitations (for more detail, see Clinical ap-
proaches to EPID dosimetry).
Transmission EPID dosimetry
The ultimate aim of radiotherapy verification is to verify

that the patient is receiving the correct dose during treat-
ment. To this end, it is becoming increasingly advantageous
to determine the dose from transmission images, whereby
the beam passes through the patient, as described in Fig.
2c. In this way the dose can be verified either at the level
of the EPID or by reconstructing the dose inside a digital
representation of the patient. While dosimetry with or with-
out a phantom (pre-treatment transit or non-transit dosim-
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etry) provides similar information, the reason for doing
transit dosimetry behind a phantom is to be able to extend
such a procedure to patient treatment verification. Models
based on homogeneous phantoms need to be adapted to ac-
count for inhomogeneities inside the patient. For verifica-
tion during treatment, the closer this representation
resembles the patient at the time of treatment (e.g. by
Table 3
List of key references on transmission based dose verification methods

Verification procedure Position of verification:
EPID or patient/phantom

Key re

Point dose
verification

Patient Pasma

EPID and patient (in vivo) Nijste

Patient/phantom
(pre-treatment and in-vivo)

Chang
[130,1

2D transit dose
verification at EPID level

EPID Pasma
van El

EPID Kroon
EPID Dahlgr

EPID Spezi

Extraction of entrance fluence Hanse
Vieira

EPID McCur

EPID McNut
Moham

2D transit dose
verification at patient level

Patient/phantom (in vivo) Essers
Boella

Patient/phantom (in vivo) Boella

Phantom (pre-treatment) Wend

Patient/phantom
(pre-treatment and in-vivo)

McDer

Phantom (pre-treatment) Talam

3D dose verification (dose
calculated using a CT scan
acquired from the planning
stage or acquired ‘in room’)

Patient (planning CT) Hanse

Patient (planning CT) Jarry

Patient (planning CT) McNut

Patient (planning CT) Louwe

Patient (in room CT) McDer

Patient (in room CT) Partri
using a set of (cone-beam) CT scans), the more accurate this
validation will be. EPID dosimetry based on transmission
images is described in this section, and classified by point-
dose verification, 2D portal dose prediction, 2D back-pro-
jection models and finally 3D dose reconstruction models.
Various methods and references for transmission dosimetry
are summarised in Table 3.
at EPID level and patient/phantom level, as indicated in Fig. 2

ferences Objective of verification or subject
of the study

[127] Measured point dose distribution
back-projected to the dose in a
patient at 5 cm depth

n [128] Measured point dose verified at EPID
level and back-projected to the dose
in a patient at 5 cm depth

[82], Piermattei
31]

Measured point dose back-projected
to the dose in a patient at the
isocentre

[132,141],
mpt [135]

Predicted transit portal dose
distribution using measured beam
data and the planning CT scan

wijk [142] Clinical results for prostate
en [139,140] Predicted transit portal dose using

the collapsed cone superposition
method

[145] Portal dose image prediction using
Monte Carlo calculations

n [150], Fielding [144],
[143], Spies [148]

Extract entrance energy fluence

dy [67,136–138] Predicted portal dose using Monte
Carlo-based scatter kernels

t [152], Reich [34],
madi [35,154],

Predicted portal dose using a TPS by
adding the EPID to the planning CT
scan (‘‘extended phantom’’)

[22,126], Kirby [156,157],
ard [81,158]

Reconstructed exit dose (3D CRT)

ard [159,160] Reconstructed 2D midplane dose (3D
CRT)

ling [76] Reconstructed 2D midplane dose
(IMRT)

mott [161,162] Clinical results for prostate IMRT

onti [77] 2D verification (IMRT)

n [39] Back-projected dose based on
transmission EPID images and
planning CT scan

[163] Back-projected energy fluence based
on EPID images and a Monte Carlo
calculation using the planning CT scan

t [123,124] Combined EPID transit dose
measurement and planning CT scan in
an ‘‘extendedphantom’’ using theTPS

[166] Reconstructed 3D dose distribution
(breast)

mott [167] Reconstructed in vivo dose for rectal
cancer patients using cone-beam CT
scan

dge [164] Back-projected dose based on
transmission EPID images and MV
cone-beam CT
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Point-dose verification based on transmission
images

The motivation for point dose verification based on trans-
mission EPID images was to replace diode in vivo dosimetry
[125]. In vivo dosimetry at a point has been useful for
detecting large errors in the delivery of conformal fields
re-occurring at successive treatment fractions. Usually in
vivo dosimetry is performed using diodes positioned at the
entrance or exit side (or both) of the patient. The time re-
quired to position the diodes on the patient, to maintain an
accurate calibration and to develop a ‘trust-worthy’ system
are rather laborious and therefore a disadvantage. Further-
more the shadowing effect of the entrance diode, having a
relatively thick build-up cap, may compromise its use. Point
dose verification based on EPID measurements, therefore,
has been an approach initiated by various groups from the
onset of EPID dosimetry. Point dose measurements made
behind the patient have been compared at the position of
the EPID [126], extrapolated (back-projected) to a point
within the patient (or phantom), at 5 cm depth [127,128]
and at the isocentre [82,129–131].

Pasma et al. [127] and Nijsten et al. [128] correlated the
dose measured with the EPID on the central beam axis with
dose values at 5 cm depth using a (semi-) empirical relation-
ship between these two quantities. Chang et al. [82] and
Piermattei et al. [130] described similar methods to recon-
struct the absolute dose at the isocentre of a phantom, by
calibrating the EPID under the same scatter conditions as
the actual measurements, i.e. using a set of correlation fac-
tors between the EPID signal and the dose at the isocentre.

2D verification based on transmission images
(verification at the EPID level)

A popular approach to transmission dosimetry involves
predicting the portal dose at the level of the imager behind
a phantom or patient [22,43,49,132–141].

At the Erasmus Medical Center – Daniel den Hoed Cancer
Center in Rotterdam (The Netherlands), the portal image
was predicted behind patient CT scans. Pasma et al.
[43,132] began by comparing corrected EPID images against
ionisation chamber measurements, including modulated
fields, obtaining agreement up to 1%. De Boer et al. [49]
compared EPID portal dose images and ionisation chamber
measurements (at the detector plane) behind an absorber
for various field shapes. The average difference in absolute
dose was 0.1 ± 0.5% (1 SD) over the entire irradiation field,
with no deviation larger than 2%. This strategy has also been
used during treatment to investigate organ motion [142].
The various research and clinical approaches used by this
group have been summarised in a report by Dirkx et al.
[134]. These authors and other groups have also proposed
methods to separate the modulated beam component from
the anatomical information to check the entrance fluence
independently [143,144].

Spezi and Lewis [145] developed a planar calibration of
the Li-Fi EPID response using a full Monte Carlo simulation
of a radiotherapy treatment facility including an MLC and
EPID. The calibrated EPID was used as a dosimetric system
to validate an MC model for the MLC. Computations and
measurements agreed within 2% of dose difference (or
2 mm in regions of high dose gradient). Spies et al.
[146,147] developed a scatter model for portal images using
Monte Carlo generated data, followed by a method to
reconstruct incident beam profiles from images acquired
behind a phantom [148]. Their method was based on an iter-
ative algorithm that compensated for beam attenuation and
subtracting phantom scatter reaching the detector, yielding
an accuracy for the incident beam distribution of better
than 3% (relative difference). Researchers at the Royal
Marsden Hospital, London (UK) presented Monte Carlo simu-
lations and a simple physical model for scatter correction
[149]. Hansen et al. [150] extracted the primary signal from
transmission measurements, accurate to within 1.5% (1 SD)
for scatter-to-primary ratios up to 25%. Later Partridge and
Evans [151] described the practical range for which the
model was valid; for centre-of-mass to detector distances
larger than 60 cm and field areas up to 625 cm2.

Several groups have used the TPS to calculate the trans-
mitted dose map at the EPID level [34,35,152–154], as well
as relative fluence maps for tomotherapy systems [155].
Phantom thickness changes of �1 mm have been detected,
corresponding to dose changes on the central beam axis
smaller than 0.6% [34]. In a later study, these authors re-
ported that both for homogeneous and inhomogeneous
phantoms, more than 90% agreement was achieved using
dose-difference and distance-to-agreement criteria of 2%,
3 mm or 3%, 2.5 mm [153].

2D back-projection models based on transmission
images (verification at the patient or phantom
level)

In order to verify the patient dose in vivo, it is necessary
to make a measurement at the same time that the dose is
being delivered to the patient and use that measurement
to determine the dose inside the patient. To do this with
EPID dosimetry, two things are required: transmission mea-
surements and an algorithm to reconstruct the dose in the
patient from the EPID signal.

One of the first back-projection methods described in the
literature deals with exit dose reconstruction. The EPID has
been used for this purpose by several groups [81,126,156–
158]. The main objective was to replace diode exit dosime-
try during treatment, with an accuracy reported to be with-
in 3% compared with diode measurements behind phantoms
[156]. Parsaei et al. [28] used the Li-Fi EPID to measure rel-
ative exit dose profiles behind a phantom. Open and wedged
dose profiles measured with the Li-Fi EPID agreed with ioni-
sation chamber measured profiles to within 3.5%.

Zhu et al.[25] used a Li-Fi EPID to back-project pixel val-
ues to a 2D dose map of an ionisation chamber matrix mea-
sured at the depth of dose maximum (Dmax) of 1.5 cm in
water. Boellaard et al. [159,160] subsequently introduced
a back-projection midplane-dose dose reconstruction model
for the Li-Fi EPID. The calibration of the EPID for back-pro-
jection dosimetry consisted of two parts. First, a dosimetric
calibration established the dose–response relationship by
relating EPID pixel values to dose values at the position of
the imager. Secondly, the parameters for the back-projec-
tion algorithm, i.e. attenuation factors and scatter within
the EPID and patient, and from patient to EPID, were deter-
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mined to enable the conversion from the dose at the EPID
position to the dose inside the patient or phantom. This
model was extended to the a-Si EPID by Wendling et al.
[76], who reported close agreement between EPID and film
measurements using gamma evaluation with 2%, 2 mm dose-
difference and distance-to-agreement criteria. Clinical
applications were reported by McDermott et al. [161,162],
where back-projected 2D EPID dosimetry replaced verifica-
tion with film, and subsequently in vivo verification replaced
pre-treatment checks for prostate treatments.

Spies et al.[148] also investigated reconstructing the 2D
incidence fluence based on a thickness map of the phantom,
or transmission measurements. Pre-calculated Monte Carlo
scatter kernels were used to estimate scatter. The method
was tested for a homogeneous water-equivalent slab phan-
tom for simple rectangular and complex multileaf colli-
mated fields. They reported an accuracy for the incident
beam distribution of better than 3% (relative difference).

An alternative calibration method was described by Tala-
monti et al. [77] for pre-treatment verification in a phan-
tom. They used an EPID to measure exit doses, and
related pixel values to film dose distributions measured in
a phantom at the patient level. Measurements were made
for various phantom thickness, air gap distances, field sizes
and measurement position in the phantom. These authors
wanted to obtain a universal calibration factor, regardless
of field size. To this end, a copper plate was added to atten-
uate low-energy phantom scattered photons which largely
depend on the field size of the irradiated volume. This
method was used for the measurement of the dose distribu-
tions for 15 clinical IMRT fields. On average, 97.6% and
98.3% of the points agreed (using gamma criteria of 3%,
3 mm) for EPID versus TPS and for EPID versus film,
respectively.
3D dose reconstruction based on transmission
images

Three-dimensional dose reconstruction begins with a por-
tal image taken behind a patient or phantom. Based on the
information in this image, in combination with a 3D dose
reconstruction model, the dose distribution for this segment
or field can be reconstructed in 3D within the patient or a
phantom. Finally, the 3D dose distributions of all fields
may be summed to yield the total 3D dose distribution. In
general, 3D dose reconstruction based on transmission
dosimetry requires (a) modelling of the EPID response,
including a correction for the scatter from the patient or
phantom to the measured EPID image, (b) a 3D ‘‘density
representation’’ of the patient or phantom, preferably
including position and anatomy of various types of tissue
and organs, and (c) a dose calculation algorithm.

Hansen et al. [39] demonstrated this concept on a
humanoid phantom. First, the EPID image was corrected
for scatter from the phantom to the detector yielding the
transmitted primary fluence. This fluence was then back-
projected through the planning CT dataset yielding the pri-
mary fluence within the phantom. By convolving this distri-
bution with energy deposition kernels (taken from the
literature) the dose in the phantom was calculated. The
reconstructed dose distribution agreed with the dose distri-
bution from the TPS within 2% in the pelvic region of a
humanoid phantom. Jarry and Verhaegen [163] investigated
the use of Monte Carlo calculations for this step and reached
an agreement within 5% for IMRT treatments. The planning
CT-scan was used for this method and is only reliable for
anatomy that is not changing during treatment.

Partridge et al. [164] extended the model of Hansen et
al. by incorporating an on-line imaging modality and per-
formed a proof-of-principle experiment on an anthropomor-
phic phantom. The portal image was converted to primary
fluence using an iterative phantom-scatter estimation.
Next, the energy fluence was back-projected through a
‘‘treatment-time’’ MV (cone-beam) CT model of the phan-
tom. For dose reconstruction, the same convolution/super-
position algorithm as for the original planning dose
distribution was used. Recently, Chen et al. [165] also dem-
onstrated the use of a MV cone-beam CT dataset, acquired
just prior to treatment, for dose reconstruction within a pa-
tient. In their approach, no correction for the scatter from
the patient to the EPID was included; hence reconstructed
dose values were 10% higher than planned values.

Another concept was developed by the group from the
Netherlands Cancer Institute – Antoni van Leeuwenhoek
Hospital (NKI-AVL) in Amsterdam (The Netherlands) based
on their back-projection algorithm for 2D dose reconstruc-
tion. The model was extended to multiple parallel planes
perpendicular to each beam direction. In this way it was
possible to get a full 3D dose reconstruction as demon-
strated for breast cancer treatments using EPID images in
combination with planning CT data. This information was
used to determine the dose distribution in irradiated anthro-
pomorphic breast phantoms [166]. The scattered compo-
nents of the dose within the EPID, from the phantom to
the EPID, and within the phantom were taken into account
by using empirical kernels. For the attenuation correction,
the external contours of the phantom were used, which
were determined from the (planning) CT-scan. The average
deviation of the 3D reconstructed dose from the planned
dose was 1.4% with a SD of 5.4%. A later study combined
the use of an a-Si EPID-based 3D in vivo dosimetry and
cone-beam CT (CBCT) to obtain a complete account of the
entire treatment for a selected patient group. For that pur-
pose, nine hypo-fractionated rectum cancer IMRT patient
plans were investigated [167]. Planned and measured in vivo
3D dose distributions showed excellent agreement, based on
3D gamma evaluation and dose-volume histograms (DVHs).
Over-dosage of up to 4.5% was measured only in one fraction
due to the presence of gas pockets.

McNutt et al. [123,124] included the EPIDwith the CT data-
set into a so-called ‘‘extended phantom’’. With an iterative
convolution/superposition algorithm the primary energy flu-
ence at the EPID was adjusted until it converged to a fluence
that would have produced the measured portal image. The
converged primary energy fluence was back-projected and
convolved with dose-deposition kernels. The dose distribu-
tion agreed within 3% with the planned dose distribution.

For the tomotherapy treatment machine, a procedure
was developed by Kapatoes et al. [168,169]. A reconstruc-
tion of the incident energy fluence was made using the mea-
sured transit signal in the detector and a measured transfer
function. This function was calculated from a database of
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calibration data combined with the on-line MV CT-scan for
the extraction of the radiological path lengths and pa-
tient–detector distances. The reconstructed energy fluence
was then used as input for a dose calculation inside the MV
CT-scan. A phantom study [169] showed that positional dif-
ferences down to 2 mm or 2� could be detected, but had
negligible impact on the 3D dose distribution. Accelerator
output differences or stuck leaves of the MLC could be de-
tected and their influence on the 3D dose distribution be
estimated.
Clinical approaches to EPID dosimetry
In the past, treatments were fairly standardised, so expe-

rienced radiographers, physicists and radiation oncologists
knew what to expect in terms of sizes and shapes of treat-
ment fields, and number of monitor units delivered, for a gi-
ven type of treatment. With the introduction of advanced
radiotherapy techniques and higher dose prescriptions, a
wide range of parameters is possible, so deviations are less
obvious and it is much more difficult to know when some-
thing is wrong. With the introduction of new data manage-
ments systems, change of TPSs and protocols, the risk of
error also increases, even for a simple treatment technique.
It is therefore even more surprising that the commercial
development of EPID dosimetry is lagging far behind other
advances such as patient positioning, i.e. image-guided
radiotherapy (IGRT). To the best of our knowledge, there
are only two commercial products available. The first one
is produced by Varian, who released a dosimetric module
in ‘PortalVision’ based on a publication by Van Esch et al.
[64]. Their method allows verification of pre-treatment,
non-transmission fields, at the level of the EPID (Fig. 2a).
The second commercial product currently available is based
on the method described by Renner et al. [119]. It uses a
pre-treatment 3D dose verification method as described in
the section on 3D non-transmission dosimetry. Despite the
lack of commercial availability, several clinics have intro-
duced in-house solutions and produced data describing the
possibilities of EPID dosimetry in clinical practice. Before
discussing the clinical experience using EPID dosimetry, an
overview is presented on the type of errors that can be
detected.

Error detection potential using EPID dosimetry
Descriptions of the various ways an EPID may be used

to verify dose distributions in 2D/3D are summarised in
Table 4. The methods are divided into two categories:
pre-treatment verification (image measured outside of
treatment time, behind or without a phantom) and treat-
ment verification (image measured before or behind the
patient, dose determined inside the patient, in vivo, or
at the detector level). Under ‘potential errors’, various
possible sources of error in radiotherapy are listed and
the type of EPID verification that is able to detect this er-
ror is also indicated.

Several types of errors can be distinguished. Machine er-
rors are related to hardware faults, either random or sys-
tematic (occurring at every treatment fraction). Pre-
treatment measurements using EPIDs reveal systematic er-
rors and may be used to estimate the probability of random
machine errors that might occur during treatment. How-
ever, they cannot be used to detect random errors occurring
during actual patient treatment, such as a change in linac
output. If such a random error occurs during pre-treatment
verification, it can either be corrected or the measurement
can be repeated yielding information about its average va-
lue and standard deviation. The detection of a wrong gantry
angle, due to a mechanical failure, may be difficult with
EPID dosimetry. Whether or not EPID dosimetry is sensitive
to gantry angle errors is highly dependent on the treatment
technique. A case where it might be possible to detect a
wrong gantry angle is when transit measurements are made
behind a non-homogeneous phantom or patient. Wrong gan-
try angles may then result in different transmission images
and therefore in a wrong dose distribution at the patient le-
vel. A problem arises when the transmission images do not
change much, and the unplanned angle results in the ‘cor-
rect dose’ delivered to the wrong location. Such a situation
emphasises the need for dose reconstruction in combination
with patient anatomy and set-up verification at the time of
treatment, for instance by including an analysis of anatom-
ical structures visible in EPID images. For transit or non-
transit dosimetry in 3D, the contribution of dose from a
wrong gantry is likely to render a different total dose distri-
bution in certain cases.

Plan errors include dose calculation errors, wrong TPS
commissioning data (such as beam fit errors) and data trans-
fer errors, which include the selection of a wrong patient
plan. If the error is related to the heterogeneity of the pa-
tient anatomy, the error will not be detected by re-calculat-
ing the dose in a homogeneous phantom. EPID-based (3D)
dose reconstruction algorithms with an independent dose
calculation that take into account inhomogeneities (e.g.
Monte Carlo, convolution/superposition or collapsed-cone
algorithms) are necessary for this type of verification. Errors
due to poor modelling of the MLC, however, are likely to be
detected by using 2D EPID verification models. As with gan-
try angle errors, selection of the wrong plan will most likely
be detected by EPID transit dosimetry, but only if the trans-
mission results in a different dose distribution. The error
will not be detected if the measured and planned dose dis-
tributions are similar, even though the medium (i.e. the pa-
tient) is different.

Patient errors are specifically related to errors due to
changes in the patient’s positioning or anatomy from
the situation at planning. Verification of the dose based
on EPID measurements prior to treatment cannot detect
any of these types of errors. Furthermore, at least one
vendor is developing a system, whereby EPID images are
acquired with the detector between the beam source
and the patient (Fig. 2b). The detection of patient-related
errors will be limited to situations where additional imag-
ing information is available (usually acquired before and/
or after treatment) and the patient did not change be-
tween imaging and treatment time. 2D EPID verification
models during treatment are used to provide a consis-
tency check for the dose delivered for treatment sites,
where no large differences in anatomy are expected.
These methods are either based on the portal dose image
or use a back-projection algorithm to reconstruct a dose-



Table 4
Overview of the various errors that can be detected with EPID dosimetry

Potential errors Pre-treatment verification Treatment verification

2D/3D 2D 3D 2D 3D

No phantom Behind
phantom

Inside
phantom

Inside
phantom

Before
patient

Behind
patient

Inside
patient

Inside
patient

Machine
Wedge presence and
direction

Yes (systematic errors) Yes (systematic and random errors)

Presence of segment Yes (systematic errors) Yes (systematic and random errors)
MLC leaf position/speed Yes (systematic errors) Yes (systematic and random errors)
Leaf sequencing Yes (systematic errors) Yes (systematic and random errors)
Collimator angle Yes (systematic errors) Yes (systematic and random errors)
Beam flatness and
symmetry

Yes (systematic errors) Yes (systematic and random errors)

Linac output during
treatment

No Yes

Gantry angle No Possible Possible Possible No Possible Possible Possible

Plan
Transmission through
leaves

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Steep dose gradients Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
TPS modelling parameters
for MLC

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Delivery of wrong patient
plan

Yes (if same plan is used for verification and
treatment)

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Dose calculation in
phantom or patient

No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Patient
Table arm obstruction No No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Obstructions from
immobilisation devices

No No No No No Yes Yes Yes

Anatomical changes in
patient since
planning CT

No No No No No Yes Yes Yes

Anatomical movements
during treatment

No No No No No Yes Yes Yes

Wrong patient during
treatment

No No No No No Yes Yes Yes

Under/over-dose to
volumes of interest

No No No No No No Single plane Yes

Dose distribution in
patient during treatment

No No No No No No Single plane Yes
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plane inside the patient. For treatment sites where anat-
omy changes are common, it is difficult to say anything
meaningful about the dose delivered to the region-
of-interest (i.e. target volumes or organs at risk) or the
total dose distribution. This will only be possible if the
dose is determined in 3D and based on accurate 3D imag-
ing data (e.g. cone-beam CT) acquired close to the time
of treatment.

For machine, plan or patient-related errors, pre-treat-
ment and treatment EPID dosimetry raises an alarm before
or from the first fraction (after other procedures and checks
fail), alerting clinical staff to what often turns out to be a
simple error with drastic consequences. Ideally, when EPID
treatment images can be acquired for every fraction and
analysed automatically, a check and record of the entire
treatment will be guaranteed without any cost to patient
treatment time or clinical workflow.
Acceptance and rejection criteria
Quick and adequate interpretation of a verification result

can be hampered by the fact that 2D and 3D images render
vast amounts of information for the user. For dose distribu-
tions with high dose gradients, simple dose difference maps
are usually insufficient to deduce clinically relevant differ-
ences between planned and measured dose distributions.
Dose-difference and distance-to-agreement (DTA) analyses
are extremely sensitive in regions of high- and low-dose gra-
dient, respectively. The most common method today to
compare two images is the gamma evaluation method
[170,171], although other methods have also been proposed
[172,173]. The gamma evaluation takes both the dose dif-
ferences and the DTA into account. The dose criterion
should be stated relative to a reference value. Usually this
is the maximum or reference dose at the dose specification
point (i.e. global), but also the local dose difference could
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be used (i.e. local). Gamma criteria are indicated as x%,
y mm. However, in clinical practice easy to use criteria
are needed to quickly evaluate differences between mea-
sured and planned dose distributions. Acceptance and
rejection criteria can facilitate this process. There is, how-
ever, no consensus on which criteria should be used for spe-
cific treatment sites or equipment used.

Various strategies are proposed in the literature with
most 2D metrics and criteria based on film dosimetry used
to verify the total dose in a plane in a phantom. Film dosim-
etry is commonly used to detect plan errors, and sometimes
also machine errors. Childress et al. [174] suggested using
criteria of 5% for local dose difference and 3 mm for DTA.
They described the type of errors that could be detected,
e.g. beam energy change, wrong collimator rotation or gan-
try angle. Budgell et al. [175] used 3% of the maximum dose
and 3 mm DTA. They focused on the region within the 80%
isodose surface, but switched to 4%, 4 mm criteria if large
deviations were visible. The ESTRO QUASIMODO project
[176] used 4%, 3 mm and looked at median and 95% percen-
tile. Another example of pass/fail criteria for IMRT pre-
treatment verification using film dosimetry was presented
by Stock et al. [177], based on the percentage of points with
a gamma value larger than a threshold value and the aver-
age values of the gamma points in a specific region, using
a 3% dose difference to a reference point and a DTA of
3 mm. If the acceptance criteria were not met, they recom-
mended looking at dose profiles and dose difference maps or
at additional parameters such as the gamma angle. This
parameter describes whether the dose or the DTA-criterion
is dominant. Spezi et al. [178] described the use of gamma-
area and gamma-volume histograms to analyse 2D and mul-
tiple 2D gamma evaluations, respectively, using 3%, 3 mm
criteria. For all of these studies, the final interpretation,
if the criteria were not met, was still made by an expert,
who decided to accept or reject the dose distribution.
Therefore the gamma index has been used more to alert
the user to discrepancies, rather than as a strict set of
pass/fail criteria.

McDermott et al. [162] presented criteria and accep-
tance levels for field-by-field comparisons of multiple frac-
tions. Composite images for each field were made by
selecting the minimum, median and ‘low’ – half-way be-
tween minimum and median – gamma value per pixel, over
mulitiple fractions (1–5), in order to filter out random er-
rors. They also introduced four levels of ‘alert criteria’,
from very easy to easy, medium and strict based on the
average, maximum gamma value and the percentage of
points exceeding unity. The various alert criteria, and the
number of fractions combined, were tested to develop a
decision tree to distinguish between systematic and random
errors, and minimise false positive and false negative re-
sults. The optimum result required a medium level alert cri-
terion, based on combining ‘low’ gamma values for
measurements of three fractions for prostate IMRT
treatments.

Such decision trees can facilitate the interpretation of
differences between dose distributions and the implemen-
tation in automatic analysis. van Zijtveld et al. [179] imple-
mented such a decision tree for the automatic evaluation of
gamma images, both 3%, 3 mm global and 3%, 3 mm local,
acquired for IMRT pre-treatment verification of the treat-
ment fields delivered and measured using the EPID. They in-
cluded not only simple metrics such as the number of points
failing the gamma evaluation but also incorporated more
advanced features of the image such as the size of the area
where differences are visible. They suggested that for
beam-by-beam analysis the local dose difference criterion
should be used to prevent differences in low dose areas
from contributing to unacceptable discrepancies in the total
plan.

A single solution to what criteria should be used in clini-
cal practice is difficult. Most centres use a gamma evalua-
tion with a dose criterion of 3% of the maximum or
reference dose combined with a DTA criterion of 3 mm,
and pose restrictions on metrics based on gamma statistics
over a specified area or volume, such as the average gamma
value, the maximum gamma value or the proportion of
points with a gamma value above a certain threshold value.
However, acceptance criteria for the percentage of points
not fulfilling these restrictions greatly differ between vari-
ous centres, treatment techniques and treatment sites.
The main reason for these differences is that the level of
accuracy that must be achieved should be carefully bal-
anced between the rate of false positive errors (increasing
workload unnecessarily) and false negative errors (failing
to detect clinically relevant discrepancies).

With the emerging methods that can reconstruct dose in
3D, another interesting point is how these dose distributions
need to be compared. Two strategies can be performed.
First, a ‘standard’ verification procedure using the gamma
evaluation or dose-difference maps can be performed: a
verification of the two datasets at a selected slice, multiple
2D slices or even a gamma evaluation for the entire volume
[180]. A second strategy is to analyse the dose distribution
in terms of anatomical structures or a region-of–interest-
based comparison: dose-area histograms for 2D verification
or dose-volume histograms for 3D verification methods. The
latter strategy might be preferable because a calculation of
the parameters in terms of patient-related characteristics
can be performed: isodose display on top of the structures
of interest, mean dose to the tumour or in the normal tis-
sue, or eventually, a reconstructed dose-volume histogram
to get a quick idea of the total treatment plan. This way
of verification would ease the process of interpretation of
possible differences to the judgement of the verified plan
in terms of a ‘normal’ treatment plan evaluation.

Several examples are given in the literature of errors in
dose delivery observed by using EPID measurements in com-
bination with a 3D dose reconstruction method. van Zijtveld
et al. [121] described the impact of a malfunctioning leaf
(machine error), picked up during pre-treatment verifica-
tion, on the 3D dose distribution inside the patient. Malfunc-
tioning of one of the leaves caused a difference between
measured and predicted portal dose image of about 10% in
one patient. Due to the combination of the different treat-
ment fields and the large size of the tumour, the dose dif-
ferences reduced to 5% in the reconstructed 3D dose
distribution. They therefore concluded that for clinical
evaluation, one cannot rely on analysing only the DVH. Prop-
er local dose evaluation is important as well, for example,
by using automatic slice-by-slice comparison. Another
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example is given by Chen et al. [165] describing the in vivo
verification of the dose delivered to a patient. The authors
measured the dose behind the patient with an EPID and con-
verted the image data to dose values inside the patient
using a set of megavoltage cone-beam CT scans. They found
differences due to the changed patient anatomy during the
course of treatment.
Clinical experience
Routine clinical use of EPIDs for dosimetry has been re-

stricted to a very few centres until recently. This was partly
due to the absence of commercial solutions, the limited use
of EPIDs for set-up verification and the lack of demand for
patient-specific dose verification. With the introduction of
IMRT, these aspects have received much more attention
than in the past. The geometric accuracy of patient posi-
tioning is very important for IMRT techniques with steep
dose gradients between target volumes and organs at risk,
thus accelerating the introduction in the clinic of efficient
and accurate use of EPIDs to replace film for portal imaging.
Furthermore, the need for patient-specific IMRT dose verifi-
cation also stimulated many groups to investigate the use of
EPID dosimetry. Finally many groups realised that EPIDs
could be used to perform in vivo dosimetry in a relatively
simple way during IMRT treatments, without much addi-
tional time at the accelerator. In this section we will sum-
marise the results of clinical studies applying the methods
outlined in the previous sections.

The group at the Erasmus Medical Centre – Daniel den
Hoed Cancer Center in Rotterdam (The Netherlands) has
extensive experience with clinical use of camera-based
EPIDs for dosimetric verification of patient treatments,
as outlined in the previous sections. In their first paper
on clinical use, they reported their experience with in vivo
dosimetry based on EPID images acquired during treatment
of 10 prostate cancer patients [142]. EPID images were ac-
quired for all fields during each fraction. The resulting
measured portal dose images were compared with the por-
tal dose images predicted with their model, which uses the
planning CT scan of the patient. The difference between
the average measured and predicted on-axis portal dose
was 0.3 ± 2.1% (1 SD) for the lateral fields and 0.7 ± 3.4%
(1 SD) for the anterior fields. Off-axis differences between
measured and predicted dose values were often much lar-
ger, up to 15%, and were caused by frequently occurring
gas pockets in the rectum during treatment or CT scan-
ning. In a larger group of 115 prostate patients, the dose
at 5 cm depth in the patient, D5, was derived from EPID
measurements for each treatment beam and compared
with the dose predicted by the TPS using the empirical
relationship between D5 and the portal dose on the beam’s
central axis [127]. The mean differences between mea-
sured and predicted D5 values were similar to those ob-
served when using their portal dose image prediction
model. The difference between measured and predicted
D5 values was larger than 5% for seven patients. All these
patients had relatively large gas pockets (3–3.5 cm diame-
ter in the anterior–posterior direction) in the rectum dur-
ing acquisition of the planning CT scan, which were not
present during most of the treatments. Pre-treatment ver-
ification of dynamic IMRT delivery is performed in Rotter-
dam using camera-based EPIDs in combination with the
first model developed by the Rotterdam group [181], which
compares measured with predicted portal dose images. Re-
cently, van Zijtveld et al. [179] analysed the results of 270
patients treated with dynamic MLC and verified using this
method, in combination with a gamma evaluation. For this
large patient group they intercepted four severe errors; in
one case a wrong treatment plan was sent to the acceler-
ator, and three times one of the leaves were malfunction-
ing. The authors also proposed an automated image
analysis scheme, as discussed in the former section, by
which visual inspection of images could be avoided in 2/
3 of the cases.

The group at the Netherlands Cancer Institute – Antoni
van Leeuwenhoek Hospital (NKI-AVL) in Amsterdam (The
Netherlands) has developed a back-projection model based
on EPID measurements mainly with the idea for use as a
routine in vivo dosimetry tool. In a pilot study Boellaard
et al. [160] demonstrated the usefulness of their approach
to verify the midplane dose during radiotherapy of larynx,
breast, lung, and prostate cancer patients. Midplane dose
data derived from portal dose measurements were com-
pared with those calculated with a 3D TPS and generally
showed good agreement. The reproducibility was within
1% (1 SD) and agreed within 2.5% with the treatment plan-
ning data for most parts of the field. For a few of the
prostate and lung treatments, larger deviations were
found due to the differences between the actual patient
anatomy and the planning CT data, as a result of variable
gas filling in the rectum and anatomical changes in the
lung. Clinical results for prostate treatments were later
reported, where a-Si EPID dosimetry replaced all film
and ionisation chamber measurements for IMRT pre-treat-
ment verification from February 2005 [161]. For 20 patient
plans, pre-treatment phantom verification was compared
with an EPID and an ionisation chamber yielding an aver-
age ratio of 1.00 ± 0.01 (1 SD) at the isocentre. The same
20 plans were also verified in 2D, with only 1.5% of the
points yielding gamma values larger than unity (3% of
Dmax, 3 mm DTA). Results for 7 out of 20 plans revealed
under-dosage in individual fields ranging from 5% to 16%,
occurring along the junction of abutting segments (ton-
gue-and-groove side). The agreement was improved after
adjusting an incorrectly set tongue-and-groove width
parameter in the TPS. Subsequently, a report detailed
the replacement of pre-treatment with in vivo EPID dosim-
etry for IMRT prostate radiotherapy [162]. Dose distribu-
tions were reconstructed from EPID images, inside the
phantom and patient. Planned and EPID isocentre dose
values were, on average, within 1% (0.01 SD) for both
pre-treatment and in vivo verification of the total plan.
Multiple in vivo fractions were combined by assessing gam-
ma images, and showed that information obtained in three
fractions rendered similar results as pre-treatment verifi-
cation. Additional time for verification was about 2.5 h
per plan for pre-treatment checks and 15 min + 10 min/
fraction for in vivo dosimetry.

Researchers at the Royal Marsden Hospital in London (UK)
have developed a model for using EPID measurements of the
tangential fields to construct a thickness model of the
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patient’s breast. Using this information, IMRT beams were
designed to improve dose homogeneity in the breast by
reducing the high-dose region [182]. This model was an
extension of an earlier developed method [39] to design
physical compensators to deliver IMRT to breast cancer pa-
tients. Their EPID dosimetry model was the basis of a ran-
domized clinical trial in which 300 patients were
randomized to evaluate the results of improved dose unifor-
mity on treatment cosmetic outcome [183].

At the MAASTRO Clinic in Maastricht (The Netherlands),
pre-treatment verification and in vivo dosimetry using
EPIDs has been performed since 2004 for all patients trea-
ted with curative intent with photon beams. They ac-
quired and analysed approximately 32,500 images of
about 2500 patients for a period of 24 months. Radiation
therapy technologists perform both the measurements
and the analysis by using in-house developed software.
Calibrated camera-based EPIDs were used to measure the
central field dose, which is compared with a dose predic-
tion at the EPID level [44,62]. For almost 9000 treatment
fields, they found a small mean dose difference of
0.1 ± 2.4% (1 SD) and several errors such as wrong manual
entering of treatment parameters, the omission of a
shielding block and an error in the machine output. For
treatment dosimetry, transit dose data were calculated
using patient transmission and scatter, and compared with
measured values. Furthermore, measured transit dose data
are backprojected to a dose value at 5 cm depth in water
(D5) and directly compared with D5 calculated by the TPS.
Patient-related delivery errors reported were often due to
set-up errors and organ motion, initiating further investi-
gation of error sources. Imaging during treatment com-
bined with set-up correction protocols is necessary to
decrease dose differences, particularly in the case of
breast, lung, and head and neck treatments.

In Bellinzona (Switzerland), results for pre-treatment
EPID verification of 44 static IMRT patient plans were re-
ported [110]. With 9.9% of points within the measured fields
beyond a gamma value of unity (3% of Dmax, 3 mm DTA),
they concluded that the technique was feasible, dosimetri-
cally accurate and recommended for large-scale
implementation.

A group in Rome (Italy) [130] used an a-Si EPID for verify-
ing the dose at the isocentre for a group of 10 patients trea-
ted with conformal techniques in the pelvic region. A
dosimetric module of a commercial software tool was used
to convert the transmitted signal of 25 pixels around the
centre of the EPID into dose values, which was then used
to determine the dose at the isocentre using a model based
on a series of phantom measurements. The authors report
that the use of EPIDs strongly reduced the workload of their
in vivo dosimetry procedure compared to their previous
method in which a small ionisation chamber, positioned on
the EPID, was used.
Discussion and conclusions
The use of EPIDs for dosimetry has matured, and cur-

rently a variety of reliable and accurate dose verification
methods are used in clinical practice, but this is not yet
widespread. Quality control of a linear accelerator, pre-
treatment and treatment dose verification, as well as in
vivo dosimetry methods using EPIDs is now routinely in
use in a growing number of clinics. First it has been shown
by several groups that for IMRT verification, EPID dosime-
try can replace the more cumbersome film and ionisation
chamber measurements. From these studies it can be con-
cluded that one set of EPID measurements is sufficient to
check an IMRT plan, making it a useful, efficient and accu-
rate dosimetric tool. Furthermore, there is a growing de-
mand to verify that the planned dose distribution is
indeed correctly delivered to the patient. For that pur-
pose, treatment dosimetry is an essential tool, and EPID
dosimetry has shown to be a better alternative to other
methods that are limited to point dose information, partic-
ularly during IMRT treatments. Once the EPID is calibrated
for dosimetry, treatment dosimetry performed with EPIDs
is a fast procedure compared to pre-treatment verification
because the images are acquired during treatment time
(for some methods an additional set of images may be re-
quired). The only extra time is needed for analysis, which
can be automated. Since portal imaging is generally per-
formed by radiation therapy technologists at the treatment
machine, IMRT dose verification based on EPID images ac-
quired during treatment only requires additional input of
physicists or radiation oncologists if criteria for acceptance
are not met, as for the routine use of portal imaging for
patient set-up verification.

As radiotherapy becomes more complicated, both in
vivo dosimetry and geometry verification in three dimen-
sions using image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) methods will
become necessary. Also over longer treatment times, ana-
tomical changes such as weight loss, flexing of the neck
and variation in lung density, occur frequently, resulting
in dose delivery variation over a series of fractions. Meth-
ods to integrate 3D in vivo dosimetry and IGRT procedures,
such as the use of kV or MV cone-beam CT, are therefore
under development. IGRT procedures using a cone-beam
scan made on the treatment day for dose reconstruction,
as well as for re-contouring volumes of interest, would im-
prove the accuracy of in vivo dosimetry for many treat-
ment sites. A challenge will be to implement these
procedures in clinical routine; i.e. finding answers for
questions such as when is a deviation in dose clinically
unacceptable, when should a patient be re-planned, and
how should dose variations in deformed volumes be taken
into account in an efficient way.

EPID dosimetry is evolving now to an integrated part in
the total chain of verification procedures that are imple-
mented in a radiotherapy department. It provides a safety
net for advanced treatments as well as a full account of
the dose delivered to specific volumes, allowing adapta-
tion of the treatment from the original plan if necessary.
Finally it should be noted that large-scale clinical imple-
mentation of EPID dosimetry is dependent upon commer-
cial availability. Current models and software are
developed by research groups and are mainly limited to
academic centres. Commercial solutions should be easy
to implement, simple, robust and efficient in their daily
use, and be sufficiently accurate for the purpose they
are serving.
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